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Summary. The paper identilies three fundamental problems in adaptive urntml: the need to work with models of plants which may be very accuratn but are
virtually never exact; the inability to know, given an unknown plant, whether a
desired control objective is practical or impractical, and the possibily of transient
instability, or exbmely large signah ocmdng befox convergence. A technique is
advanced for addresing these problems based on controller adjustment limited by
Viicombe metric considerations.

1. Introduction
The @uof this paper is to highIight s o ~ fuudameritd
e
pmbIems, '&nost a t
the conceptual level, with adaptive control, and indicate, at least partiiy,

'

how they can be
reso1v.ed.
.
.
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Modern adaptive control is a creation of approximately the last 20 years.
The earlier results of the period, as exempliiied in text books such a s [5],
can be encapsulated in theorems starting with words like 'Suppose P is an
unknown lmear system that is of known degree and minimum phase.. . " and
ending with words like " . all signals in the dosed-loop remain bounded
for all time, the adaptive controller converges, and the performance index is
minimiied"
There are difficulties with this sort of result.

..

.

1.1 The problem of changing experimental conditions given
accurate but inexact models

It is now well known that one can find.two planti whose Nyquist diagrams
or impulse responses are practically indistinguishable, and a controller for
the two
for which the clW-loop behaviours are enormously different
- even unstable in one instance and stable in the other [7, 1, 81. Quoting
.from (81, "Modelling Principle 1:.arbitariIy small modelling errom can lead to
arbitarily bad dosed-loop perforinaneen. The h i e r the performance sought
of the wntroller, theirnore readily this phenomenon can occur.. Con-1y
one can attach a sbb'lliimg controller to two plants and o b q e what appear
to be identical closed-loop behaviours, when the open-loop behaviours of the
plants are quite diiferent [7,8]. To quote froin [8]again, "Modelling Principle
2: larger open-loop modelling errors don't ne-arily
lead to larger closedloop prediction errorsn. (As an example of the latter phenomenon, consider
a plant Po whieh is a good low frequency approximation of a plant PI, which
his a high f r ~ c resoqanee
y
net possessed by Po. Suppose that G is a
controller stabili'zing Po and yielding a bandwidth outside of which the high
frequency resonance falls. Then very similar c l d - l o o p b&a@ours of the
loops (C,Po)and (C,PI) will be observed.).
:
Suppose now the two plants &nkiPlated in the above observattons are a
"true plantn and a model. Then one ean have a marvellousopen-loop model
of the true plant, but the model quality wllapses on introducing a controller.
Alternatively, or& can have.a mode1 which in conjun+on with a controller
very accgrately captures the c l d - l o o p behaviour of a true-plant controlled
the-sameway.-Eowever, as an open-loop model, it d d b e veiy poor.
The issue here .is change of experimental conditions. Models, and the
task of finding thein [identificition] can only have their quality evaluated
for a particular set of experimental conditions; Changing from open-loop
operation to closed-loop operation with a specified controller is of course one.
change of experimental conditions. So is eny change of a controller a change
. ..
..,
of ezpeiimental wnditiow
Unle~s'aplwt model is exact, high accuracy under one set of experimental
conditions does not guarantee its efficacy under changed experimental conditions. It is intuitively clear that small changes of controller should probably
avoid, or ameliorate, the.problem of possible loss of efEc+cy of a model under

- '
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changed experimental conditions. But how small is small?Adaptive control
theory offers no clues as to how to answer this question.
To the extent that in adaptive control (or its batch processing first cousin,
iterative control and identification), one changes contrdiler from time to time,
based on an assumed model of the plant, one must reckon with the possibility
that under a changed controller, the assumed model will be ineffective (if it
was derived tq be effective for the controller used before the change). . .

1.Z The problem of impractical control objective
Some years ago, the question was examined of whether the attractive robustness properties (gain and phase &gin) of a linear quadratic state feedback
control system would extend to the output fedback &e. A celebrated paper
[2] established with a simple example that there are no guaranteed margins,
and presented an example of & LQG optimal system with almost zero mar,
gins.
No~wntemplatean adaptive control problem, where the unknown plant
(though unknown to the controller) was given exactly by that used in [2],and
- t h edesired peiformance index was that of [2] also. What would happen? One
would expect veqflarie transient signal values (transient instab'ity), and
great difEculty in learning the wrrect controller, the problems' being worse
the higher the noise intensity. E the &own
plant (stii unknown to the
controller of course),was actually given by a small perturbation of the plant
...
.
of 121, the problem could be far worse.
The issue here is that the control problem posed is; very (impossibly?)
demanding one in the koown plant case; put another way, the closed-loop
system in tlie knownplant case is a marvellous example of a nonrobust design.
Attempts to overIay adaption must cause problems.
What makes the problem e s p d y challenging is that the very unknownness of Ule
at the outset logically prevents assessment of whether the
proposed control objective is or is not feasible. Of course, pr&ztitioners of
adaptive controlhave long accepted that one should not ask for theieossible; but this begs the question of how one might know what is impossible in
the face of the unknownness.
The challenge is evidently to identify-in the course of operation of
adaptive control algorithm that too much is being sought; and to back off on
the control objective.
As a tool for addressing the &aging experimental condition priblem
and the impractical cdptrol objective probtem, we review in the next section
results of G. Vinnicombe I91 on robust stability. In Section 3., we turn to
ideas for resolying the problems, in a context of iterative identification and
control [6]
'

'
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1 . 3 ~ ~ htransient
'e
instability problem
Recall the pseudo-quotation from a prototypical adaptive control theorem
" ... aI3 sign& in the dosed-loop remain bounded for all time.. . The
apparently comforting words leave a gap so large that not just a truckbut an
ocean l i could fit through. After all,they allow values of 10' volts or amps
or watts (even if we would prefer more modest levels). In fact, the situation
can be wo~se..There exist adaptive control algorithms with the following
property. Let €0 denote the vector of initial conditions for anadaptive control
problem and s(t) the vector at tin16 t of all signals of interest. Then for
arbitrary N > 0, there exists 6 with 11 t o 1
1s 1 and ti > 0 such that
1) stti) 1) > N, while 4.) is bounded; the bound is not uniform in ti.
T h e issueis that in the course of the algorithm, controllersare connected
which produce unstable ljehaviour - but they are removed or changed before
infinitetime, and by the t i e t co,the ~ntiollershave become s t a b i i g .
We term this problem transient instability.
It is not as fundamental as problems 1.1 and 1.2, and indeed certain
algorithms have been developed specif~callyto exclude transient-habiity,
eg 161.
The problem is also linked with but is not the same as the problem of
changing experimental conditions.

".

Consider the feedback sy&&

of Figure 1;
5

+

. .

'

F
i
g
.2.1. Closed-loop system

.

.

The transfer function from (2)
to

(z)' is
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ageneralized stability margin by
~ P , C=

{Y(P,

C)1
12

if (P, C) is stable,

(2.3)

otherwise.

Here, IIGl[- = supa[G(jw)] and for scalar G, 11G11, = supIG&)I. Good
w

W

designs correspond to bPrc which we well away from zero. For a scalar P and
C, if IPC(l+ PC)-'1 is large at some frequency;then 11 P C ( l + PC)-'I =
1(1+PC)-'I is la& a t that frequency, and the closed-loop must be close to'
instability. If IC(1+ PC)-ll is large at some frequency,then the plait likely
to be saturated through over-driving: perhaps a d m has been attempted
which seeks to -eve
a wider closed-loop bandwidth than the p l k o p e n loop bandwidth. It is also the case that if certain typesof plant uncertainty
are present, it is desirable for each of the entties of (I) to be small in order
that the uncertainty not do too much damage. For example, it is well known
that if'lPC(I PC)-'1 is large at some frequency, one must be concerned .
about neglected high frequency dynamici in the pltint, changing number of
right half plane m s , and output (sensor) errors. And if (P(I PC)-'1 is
lar*, lowhquehcy parameter errors and acertainty about right half plane
poles can cause problems, including output errors to input .cOmmtinds and
. .
disturbances, [ID, 31.
A; scalar measure of the &culty of controlling a particular plant is given
.
.
by

-

+

+

andbOpt(P)'can be related by an elegant form& to the Hankel norm of a
normalized coprime realization of P, 141. This f o d a exposes clearly the fact
that plants%&h ri&ht half plane poles and-zerosare h&der to control. The
lafger bopt(P) is, the smaller can (1 T(P,C), (1 be made, i.e.the better one
can achieve codtiding objectives of loop following, low sensitivity to noise
and distwbances, avoidanceof input saturation, and'low sensitivity to plant
modelling inaccuracies of certain types.
To understand better why bpVcdeserves the label of stability margin, we
need another concept. Picornbe [9]introduced a v-gap metricdefining a
distance between any two linear time-invariant plants, stable 61 unstable,
with the s w e input and output dimensiop. For scalar plants, which will be
our focus ,in this paper, the simplest definition is

B.D.O. Anderson, M. Gevers
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if a certain winding number condition is satisfied, and b,(Pl, P2) = 1 otherwise[that &,(PI,P2)is in fact a metric is established in [9]; it is not a priori
clear from (2.5).]
Now we canstate some results of [9].
Proposition 2.1. 1. ken a nominalplant PI and a stabilizing wmpensator C , then (P2, C) is stable for all plants fi satisfying &,(PI,Pz) 5 @
if and only if &P~,C.
>' P.
2. Given a nominal ptant P and a stabilizing compensator Cl,then (P, C2)
is stable for all compensators C2 satisfying 6,(C1,Cz) 5 @ if and only if
bp,cl > 0. .
Aside from the obvious point that 1 and 2 deal respectively with plant
and controller adjustment, let us note several other points,
,

- If b,,t(~l) is very &all

(because PI is hard to control), then since @ <
b ~ ~< ,supbp,,~
~ , =,bOpt(P1),
fl must be small..Sothe extent of variation

c..

.

o f P i to Pz with guaranteed retention of stability with Cl is small, as is
- . the extent of vaiktion of C1 to Cz,.withguaranteed retention of stabiity
with Pl
- A more sophisticated yenion of the Prop.wition, notineeded by.us, can
consider simultaneous ?riation of PI to and Cl to Ci, with guarantees
. . on closed-loop stab'ity
- Proposition 2.1, part 1 impliliesthat among the. Plants Pz for.which. . &,,(PI,Pz) = bfia one at ieast'will not give closed-loop eabiity., It does
not mean that .all P2 with Sv(P1,P2) = bp,,c d yield an unstable.
c l d - l o o p system. bdeed, V Blondel has pointed out to us theexamplePl = s(a +I)-l,P2 = ( s 1)s-', both of which are s t a b i i d by
C = l ,while also S,(Pl,P2) y 11.
- Proposition 1does not connect tidily with the Youla-Kucera parametrim
tion of a l l s t a b i i g controllers, or all plants s t a b i i b y one controller.
Fixposing the details would take us too far afield here; d i c e it to say
.
that introducing a Youla-Kucera parameteation amounts to perturbing
PI :with a certain diredionaiityanii arbitrary large perturbations a certain direction will riot destroy stabiity, even though the perturbed P*may
satisfy S,(Pl, P2) >> be,c
.
.
.
.
- Suppose Cl s t a b i i P and that CZ replaces CI, with, the inequality
6 , ( 4 , Cz) < bp,c,:holding, so that C2 necessarily stabilizes P. Then C2
may result in a less robust design .than
Cl: In fact, it can .be shown that,
.
see [9]

+

.

.
.

.

.

(and the equality sign may be obtained)
,

-

sin-'. bp,& 2 sin-' b p., ~. , bV(Cl,C2)

..

.

"

'

(2.6)

'

- instead of choosing Ca t o r e p l w Cl and restriking 6.(Cl,~z) in order
to retabi stability, one can focus on limitii the change of the closed-loop
transfer 'function matrix. In fact, it can be shown that
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and

3. Iterative Control and.Identification
Iterative control and identification is an approach to adaptive control .which
decouples the identification and controller d d g n steps. Typically:

- with controller Ci connected to'the real system P (&d yielding a stable

closed-loop), one identifies a model, call it Pj of P.
one redesigns the controller, to obtain Ci+&and acertain designed
or predicted closed-loop wrformance. The desigq may in some sense be
cautious (i.e. such as to ensure Ci+l is not greatly different from Ci). If the
combined (P,CLF.l)true dosed-loop system offers performance like that
predicted using Pj and C;+l, then one can redesign, each time cautiously
and each time obtaining imptoved perforp~anc'e,.tofind CNa, Ci+$,until
a discrepancy occurs between what is observed in the real (P,C~+I).
loop
and thedesigr(fi,C;+l) loop. (Hire, 1 is the first integer a t which tlie
discrepancy.ocws.)
. .
.
.
- si..e the loops (P, C;+l)and (e,Ci+l) behave differently,one re-identifies
. to replace4 by
Of course, the identificationis done in closed-loop.

- u$ng

'

4,

b+l.

.

. ..

Then one.repeats the cycle, until the d e s i i perfoqnapce iS achieved, or
it is evidently unattainable.
:One particular version of the above advanced for plants. whose worst instability is a pole (possibly repeated) at the origin is setout in 161. Thefe, the
successive designs C+!, Cm,. were obtained by the WC ( m t d model
control) design concept; with successive br6adening of the bandw:dth of the
desired closed-loop system. It w.evident from [6] and related works that only
modest jumps in the designed closed-loop haiidwidtlt weremade at each new
controller design, this being a form of caution to address the h g i n g experiniental condition problem raised in Section 1.. One can think of the approach
one which through caution limits 11 T(@,Cl) -T(P,C~) .,I( By (2.7), this
. .
limits &(,C1 LC2).

..

3.1 Cautious controller adjustmenk what is acceptable?

Reca31 that (P,c;)is the'real loop, and it behaves like ( 4 , c~).We wish to
adjust Ci to Ci+l without encountering the changed experimental condition
problem of Section 1.. Can we do this in a planned way, while not knowing

'.

.
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P? Yes, as we shall now explain, we can, on the basis that the (P, Ci) and
(&,C;) loops behave similarly.
What does it mean to say the (P,Ci) and (&,C;) loops behave similarly?
We shall take it to mean that
Assumption 3.1. T(P,C*)is well apphmated by T(P;-,O~).
An immediate consequence is that
6p.c;

= ~P>,C*.

(2.9)

. By the.Vinnicombe theory, we can then conclude that if C;+l satisfies

Jv(CirCG~-1)
< bpi,Ci,

(2.10)

then C;+' will be s t a b ' i n g for P. A Safety play isto take Ci+l suchthat
.

.

Jv(Ci>Ci+l)< k5p3,ci,

(2.11)

where k is a wnstant in (O,l), say 0.5.
.

.

.
.

.

3.2. Cautious controller adjustment: what

+ desirable?

.

In the previous subsection, we have discussed what, from the point,of view of
stabiity, is an acceptable controller Ci+l toreplace C;. However, if our goal
is to achieve a cert&closed-loop performance,by minimizig a performance
index say, then we need to understand whichCi+1 we should-choosein aset
d&ed like (2.11).
.
.
Tofix ideas, we shall.p&ulate
. .

Assumption 3.2. Forthe &&awn plant P, the. degign goal is to obtain a
sta6Gizitig m p e n s a t o i C to minimize a performmice index J(P, C).

~ ( h ,r

Suppose alsothat ?ehave amodel Pj qf P such that
c;) T(8Ci).
Let Pj have a right coprime realization ND-l and Ci ?-right coprime realization UV-'. The set of all ,stabliz'i compe.llsa@rsof Pj is.given by [lo].

where Q (the YoulaKucera parameter) is an arbitrary stable proper transfer
function. Let us make a further postulate, that is certainly m e d in the&
and H, problems.

) ) CcC depends on
Assumption 3.3. The performance indm J ( ~ ~ , C ( Qfor
Q i g a conum manner.'
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[Convexity is actually linearity in Hz and Hmproblerns.] Now we .k
find
Cj+l in the following way. Suppose

J(P;.,c(Q)).

C& = a r e &

(2.13)

(When the minimum has t o b e replaced by an idmiun, there is a minor
adjustment to these calculations.) Let Q* be such that

c&,= (U - DQ*)(V + N Q * ) - ~. ..

(2.14)

To aididtrivialities, suppose that &* #-0, i.e. C; does not m i n i i J(&c).
.

If

.

with k the constant introduced at the end of thelast section, choose
.

C;+I= C:+,.

Otherwise, consider the set

C ( a v ) = . ( -~ aD&')(V

(2.16)
.

.

+a N v ) - ' ,

'

'

aa[O,I].

(2.17)

Observe that a = 0 corresponds to C;, a = 1 corresponds to C;+l, and for
all aa[O,1); C(aQ*) is s t a b i i ; - C h o o s e ac(0,l).sa that

&(ci,c(aQ*))

= kbi.,,ci.

.

.

(2.18)

Such asi a exists, since 6, is a smooth fulit~onof'& taldng values at a = 0
of 0 and at a = 1 of something in excess of kbpi,ci; Also,.take.
'

C;+, = C(aQ*).

(2.19)

~vidently,this choice mov4
controfler in,t& di&im.of C&,, but n i t
necessarily all the way; in fact, the movement is such as to retain the bound
on 6,. Does this assist as faas the performance
..
index is concerned? Yes, it
does:
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the stable transfer j%nctioi Q' minimizes
.the perfomanee W e r .?(f'j,C(&)) wkich satisfies Assumption 9.3. Let
ac(0,l). Then

Pmof.The left hand inequality'follows by optkdity of Q*.
hand inequality observe that by the convexitp propertyof J,

or the right

.

.

'

,
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In 161 a performance index of the type described above was not used to deter- .
mine the controller. Rather, the so called IMC design method was used, where .
one seeks a controller to aihieve a standard dosed-loop transfer function in
which a single parameter, the bandwidth, appears.
This means that the controUer which, in conjunction with a model P;,
achieves a $articular bandwidth is pkameterisable by that bandwidth. It is
again straightfokd to compute a Vimicombe distance between two such
controllers and to set.a limit on the change of bandwidth, in terms of bfi?;,,.
Let us note that if C; hkbeen dose; to secure a dosed-loop bmdmdth
exceeding that of the open loop plant P, the entry C(~+PC)-'ofT(P,C )wg
become large, in fact O[IP-'I] outside the plant bandwidth, and accordingly
will be small. This will limit thescope for further bandwidth expansion.

'

b+j,ci

4. Addressing the fundamental problems
In this section, we s h d explain how the design idea of section 3. ';&es
ad&
the fundamental problems raised in Siction 1.:
.
..

to

i

'

. .

4.1 T h e problem of changing experimental conditions giv&
accurate but inexact models
..
The key t o addressing this problem is to limit the change in.experimentpl
conditions [through placing a bound on Gv(Cj,C&.I)]in such a way that the
effedsof the change of experimental conditions are guaranteed limited.
It is &cia1 that the bound; although relevant in predicting something
aboutthe int&co&ection of Cj+l with the true plant P, is computable
in terms of the accixa6 @ut ine~tablyinexact) model pj - &I terms.
of 11 --T(&,c~)11- i n fact. This is telling us about P precis&- because
T ( & , c ~ ) T(P,Ci). The transfer function matrix T(P,Ci) is not computable, and the doseness of T(&, qi)to T(P,Ci)mi only be established
on the basis of mea~uredsi~nals.'

-

4.2 The problem of &npraeticd control objective

,

Impractid objectives, technically, are those for which, were the plant known
and the objective attained Gith a controller C,the quantity 1 1 T(P,C) [I&,
would be very large. :
Suppose a problem with impractical objectives is set.. How will the ideas
of the previous section handle this? One of several things may happen; e.g.

- the identification process, which should yield T(P;.,C;) "= T(P,Ci) and

therefore bfi;,,,
b~,o,,
actually gives rise to errors in the transfer function estimate (the standard deviation of which may be a consequence

*

.
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of the identification algorithm) of such a magnitude that the equality
bpi,,: N bpj,ci m o t be relied upon: (Jhamples in [6] are of this type).
t
required to obtaining needed estimates
Equivalently, m e ~ e u i e n times
of acceptable ,qualitymay simply become excessive.
To understand this better, let us explain one situation where the issue may
arise. 66~siderthe scheme of Figure 2.1, and suppose the input r2 is zero
(as is quite frequent). With. measurements of r, zl and y it is dear that
,
one can obtain straightforwardly axestimate of PC(l +PC)-'. If there
is additive nieasurement noise, then the quality of the estimate will be
poor when theoutput signal tonoise ratio is small..Now suppose that the
dosed-loop bandwidth is wo,d w e consider estimating PC(l+PC)-' at
a frequency lOwo drith 7 1 comprisingwhite noise. Then it is conceivablethat
the SNRat this &equ&cy 'could be OdB. So any estimate of P ( l PC)-'
based on computing this as C" times the estimate of PC(1 +PC)-' will
have a sizeable percentage error (as the SNR is again OdB). If P has a
resonance a t 10~0,
IP(l+ PC)-'1 may be larger than its estimate and in
fa* the dominant term in T(P, C) evaluated at .lOwo.This means that if
a[T(lOjwo)].approximates I[T(P, C) Ilk, our estimate of this quantity, and
. indeed of bp,c may be poor. .
- 1) T(P~,
CG)1, may be so large and thus
so s m a that
~ thescope for
5 kbp..c.
is
negligible.
adjusting Ci+l sati&ing SV(C~,Ci+1)
,I
' '

+

.

,

. .

..

.

.

.

.

4.3 The problem of transient instabiity

. .
Elimination of transient instability problems in the scheme of Section 3. requires 6rstly an additional assumption.
Assumption 4.1. A stab'&zing eohpensator is h u m for the & n o u m
plant.
Given this assumption, the ideas of Section 3. guarantee avoidance of transient instabiity. This is because aU the different controllers individually are
s t a b i i g , and they are not switched so fast as to cause instability thri@
loss of a q ~ a s i - t i n i e - i n ~ a.assumption..
n ~. i

5. Conclusions

In these conclusions, we summarize the key results of the paper, ;md indicate directions in which further development should be both possible and
beneficial.
The main messages have been these:
.

- any adaptive control scheme needs to embrace modest steps and/or rate of
change in the controller. This statement at the qualitative level is folkIore,
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if not a t w h i .

-

By e'loiting ideas of the Viicombe metric, one can
q u a i t i such steps or rate of change bounds.
a desired control objective may be impractical, and ih an adaptive control
conext, this may be unknoyn; accordingly, any adaptive control scheme
needs the capability of recognizing this fact, and-thecapability of stopping
short of the objective. For a wide variety of objectives, one can rely on
successive iterates achieving designs which approach the optimum.
any adaptive control s-e
needs protection against the introduction of
a contioller, which for a finite interval of time, is.destabilizing.

What now of shortcomings and future po&ibilities? Let &
I w t e three

- The Vinnicombe metric is crude, in

that i t as-ates

a single num-

bet with the whole frequency axis. It is virtually certain one:could reline the ideas by working with quantities such as 3 [T(P(jw),C ( j w ) ] and
. .

-

J..

>

.

.

..

,

a [(I +q(!i)q(.j~))-*(q~jw)
- P,(.~w))(I.+P;o.w)P~(.~w))-+]

%ere ar6, after &, ieiinements of the theories of [9], stated in [9], which
.we frequdcy dependent quantities. One would hope that such refinements
would capture the rough id& [7]that a model of a true plant can-prmide
a basis for a high performaice control design if in the vicinitytyof
the cross
. ovei frequency, it'&highly accurate
One area in which adaptive&ntroller application is desiied &es when
plants can undergo step changes. Immediatelyfollowing the step change,
the previously satisfactory controller may be so unsatisfactory as to be
destabilizing. None of the ideiof this paper are helpful in that regard, and
quite diffekt approaches are needed. Asa general rule, in the presence of
noise, hypoth+es can be lea& exponentially fast, andparameters learnt
a t a +.typeofrate; it follows that approaches based on hypothesis testing
rather than parameter estimation probably are needed to recover stabiity
in the quidcest possible t i e .
- In iterative control and identication, dne may well be identifying the same
plant with different controllers. There is an absence ti£ precise theory on
howto cha&ctecize the perforinrnce of an ideritification algorithm, and
even how to design one in this situation. Broadly repeating, when the second controller i n considered, and one IT& ad ideitifi&tion'experiment,
one does not want to throw away all the information obtained when the
first controller was connected. More precisely, how best should one use it?
Continuously-varyingidentification algorithms appear to handle this pzob
iem better, focussing as they do on recursive
identification; this
however has de& disadvantages,for example if there is a risk of initially
unexcited high frequency reionances inthe plant, and even undermodelling
of the plant order.
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